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SahKe Productions. Paperback. Condition: New. 258 pages. Dimensions: 8.0in. x 5.0in. x 0.7in.Vistoria
Jefferson is living in a fairytale and she has no idea that her worse nightmare is lurking around the
corner. Exposure. Vistorias secret is out and it shatters her relationship with one of her lovers. Upon
Vistorias covert nature being revealed, she delves deeper into the realm of multimillionaire- Kich
and unravels more truth about him and his past lovers. Vistoria discovers how much obedience
means to this man. It appears that the absence of one guy makes Vistoria fill his void with someone
new. As the saying goes, when one thing ends another begins. Vistoria spends some nights in one of
Atlantas most luxurious hotels and befriends a wealthy, bachelor who is astounded by Vistoria upon
their 1st meeting. Just as Kich did, this lover wants to bring Vistoria in deeper and darker into the
BDSM world. So grab a toy, some tissue, and a quiet corner to continue the ride. The gorgeous,
spontaneous, and newly submissive Vistoria Jefferson is back in this sequel with more sexcapades
to keep you up at night and craving more. This item ships from multiple locations. Your book may
arrive...
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This written ebook is great. I was able to comprehended every little thing using this written e publication. I am very happy to tell you that this is the finest
ebook i have go through during my individual existence and could be he greatest ebook for possibly.
-- Sim one Goyette II--  Sim one Goyette II

Excellent eBook and beneficial one. It is amongst the most amazing pdf i actually have study. Your daily life period will likely be convert when you full
looking at this pdf.
-- Ja nelle K ub PhD-- Ja nelle K ub PhD
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